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motorola razr 5g review: a great flip phone with a classic design
Courtesy of The St. Regis Washington D.C. Though springtime is a welcoming sight wherever you are, Washington, D.C. is an especially breathtaking example of the
shifting seasons. For a short perio

designing with plastics gunter erhard
In the late 70s, I worked for a consulting company in New York called Automated Concepts Inc., mostly known in the industry as ACI. The CEO was a guy named Fred
Harris who was well-liked by the staff,

d.c. is turning pink: here’s where to stay, shop, and eat during cherry blossom season
Avilla fire Chief Tim Gunter said his district has provided One year, Legg says he put up a plastic bag to ward off the noisy neighbour, and the bird concentrated its
efforts on a nearby

corporation as cult: wework’s wild ride
About three years ago I got the opportunity to become a sustainable design consultant and I have never looked back. I am a qualified Architect and WELL Accredited
Professional leading Thrive at

mad minute stories from thursday, april 8th
Late last month fifteen design teams were chosen as finalists Following a study of plastic forms generated by the river in Rosario, its vegetation, and topography, Bruno
Bianchi, Damian

women's history month - women in sustainability part three
"And to make matters worse, engineers often did not document design changes on drawings, so you were never sure you were working with the most updated file,"
adds Gunter. Another challenge was

architecture news
[Edmund Gunter] devised a sector with slide rule-like The slide rule is effectively a log table on two pieces of wood, plastic, or metal (bamboo rules were especially
prized because they

multiple formats, one drawing manager
Instantly connect your design to nature, create animations with Following a study of plastic forms generated by the river in Rosario, its vegetation, and topography,
Bruno Bianchi, Damian

slide rules were the original personal computers
How do you know Joe Biden is not truth-telling? Well, you know the old joke’s mouth-moving punchline. On (or better, against) the Second Amendment, the
constitutional scholar / president has

architecture news
From left to right: Timo Gunzel (Milacron); Dr. Hartmut Traut and Harald Heitkamp (Trexel); Gunter Brunner (Sorcole); and Stephane Combining this expertise with
Sorcole's lightweight design and

the weekend jolt
Objective Observational studies show an association between ferritin and type 2 diabetes (T2D), suggesting a role of high iron stores in T2D development. However,
ferritin is influenced by factors

trexel and sorcole expand longstanding partnership into production of foamed parts
Fused Filament Fabrication printers rely on melting plastic just so in the production of parts, and have their own set of variables to play with. [Mysimplefix] has been
exploring various

association of multiple biomarkers of iron metabolism and type 2 diabetes
How do you know Joe Biden is not truth-telling? Well, you know the old joke’s mouth-moving punchline. On (or better, against) the Second Amendment, the
constitutional scholar / president has

sugar as a bed adhesive for 3d printing
As if the engineering challenges weren't daunting enough, Boeing also made the decision to outsource 60 percent of the design and production - a move maybe just as
radical as the aluminum-to-plastic

the weekend jolt
“There wasn’t one last year, why not?” asked Christina Martini on the Vail Daily Facebook page. Vail Mountain spokesperson Sally Gunter said last year an opportunity
arose to partner with the Vail

what's causing huge delays for the boeing 787 dreamliner?
The overall exhibition - a major event at CSU, which has 150 graphic design students - includes 198 posters by which he proves in "The World of Language,'' created for
the Goethe Institute. Erhard

vail resorts officials still undecided on bringing back vail mountain cleanup
Park for early contributions to study design, Nicole Higashiyama for medical Tartof 2, Kaitlin Benedict 2, Fagen Xie, Gunter K. Rieg, Kalvin C. Yu, Richard Contreras,
Jonathan Truong

denver entertainment
a diverse digital database that acts as a valuable guide in gaining insight and information about a product directly from the manufacturer, and serves as a rich
reference point in developing a

testing for coccidioidomycosis among community-acquired pneumonia patients, southern california, usa 1
Pima County (Tucson), Arizona Election Integrity advocate and expert John Brakey was arrested last night while performing his job as an election supervisor, on behalf
of both the Democratic and

'digital grotesque ii': a 3d printed grotto with 1.35 billion algorithmically-generated surfaces
With so many ecolabels in circulation, there’s no consistent format across products, so we wanted to know how important the design and content of a label was. We
classified labels according to their

arizona election integrity advocate arrested while observing hand-count
As Monocle starts a new chapter in the form of a new German printing house, our editor in chief Tyler Brûlé looks back at his editorial schooling in Hamburg. Glasgow
used to be a hotspot for violent

food and drink products with pro-environment 'ecolabels' are more appealing to shoppers – new research
Jeanne Hutchison, Ph.D., assistant professor in the Department of Mathematics, and Ferdinand Urthaler, M.D., professor in the Department of Medicine, are being
honored for 50 years of service to UAB

let me be your fantasy
But not this year … But the additional snowmaking won’t come this year. In fact, it could take some time. According to Sally Gunter, Vail Resorts senior manager for
communications at Vail and Beaver

more than 1,100 employees to be honored with annual service awards
“Every equipment design decision and operational choice is driven by our primary goal: to provide our customers the superior aluminum twitch that only a dual-stage
heavy media flotation plant can

vail resorts’ plan to expand vail mountain snowmaking draws good response
This doesn't seem to be his style - until the copying furore in F1, how many times had we heard from the man himself - It is always Gunter Steiner that deals with the
media. So what is different

levitated metals begins operations
Plastics processors in Germany are losing their competitive Per capita consumption of bottled drinking water in Turkey is 71.43 liters/yr and rising, according to Gunter
Ausserwoger, general

aston martin lagonda share chat
Evans, Vyvyan 2015. Cooperative intelligence and recipient design as drivers for language biases in homesign systems. Language, Cognition and Neuroscience, Vol. 30

e-update industry news
For the fourth year in a row, DEQ says it gave priority to projects that improve North Carolina’s capacity to domestically process and use mixed paper and nonbottle
plastics. According to the North

the language myth
1 Adjusted figures are alternative performance measures "APM" excluding impairments, amortisation of acquisition intangibles and exceptional items to enable an
understanding of the underlying

north carolina awards recycling grants to 16 companies
Of course, the star of the show is the phone’s hinged design and flexible OLED display Even though the display has some lumps and is plastic, it actually doesn’t feel
like it falls
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